OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATION
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH

D.NO.XM/ 204

DATES: 30.11.2015

NOTICE

It is notified that the paper BLS-7004 {Library Classification (Practice) by CC and Elementary DDC}) & BLS-7004 {(Library Classification (Practice) by DCC (22 & 23Ed.) (Old Course}) of B.L.I.Sc. I Semester Examination 2015-2016 scheduled to be held on 21.12.2015 will now be held in the Department of Library and Information Science in place of Faculty of Arts Centre. Timings of above examination will, however, remain the same as notified earlier.

All concerned may please note the above.

[Signature]

DEPUTY CONTROLLER
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Distribution:
1. Dean, Arts/Social Sciences
2. Chairman, Department of Library and Information Science
3. All Provosts of Halls of Residence & NRSC
4. Superintendent of Exams., Faculty of Arts
5. Deputy Controllers/ Assistant Controllers
6. Dealing Asstt. / Blank Answer Book Section